Due to limited places in the Basic Swedish courses, we have had to prioritize NEW students this semester. If you can’t find your name in any list you haven’t been placed in the course.

If you have been placed in Basic Swedish and do not wish to take the course this semester, please inform us through e-mail this week to: basic@nordiska.uu.se

If our list make you confused about which group you belong to, please go to the group where you can see your FAMILY-NAME, SIR-NAME.

A number of seats will be vacant after week 1 in Basic Swedish 1, and a reserve list will be published Wednesday 13th on nordiska.uu.se where we will try to admit further students, if possible.

Students who previously took any basic Swedish course at Uppsala University weren’t admitted. Students who missed their diagnostic test weren’t admitted.

-For Basic Swedish 1, we had to draw the students in an admission-lottery between all new, equivalent applicants.

-All new Basic Swedish 2-applicants got a seat.

-All new Basic Swedish 3-applicants got a seat.

- There is no group for Basic Swedish 4 this autumn.

Changing groups between in Basic Swedish 1: If you can’t attend your group and need to switch to another group, you need to announce for another student to change groups with. You do this through Facebook: “Basic Swedish 1 Uppsala universitet”. You need to 1) change with another student through the FB-page, and 2) inform BOTH teachers involved, and 3) write an e-mail to basic@nordiska.uu.se.

No PhD-students were placed in Basic Swedish courses. The course “Swedish for Academics” is equal to Basic Swedish and fashioned for PhD-students. The fee for Swedish for Academics is always financed by the participants’ departments.

If you didn’t receive a spot this semester, remember to make a note of this on your application for the course for spring, when you apply in January 2018. This may increase the chances of being placed for the spring courses.

SFI-courses (Svenska för invandrare) are available for all foreigners with a full Swedish p-number, e.g. with four ending digits. This website contains all the necessary contacts regarding SFI: http://navetutbildning.uppsala.se/sfi-mottagning.aspx